Wang, Li and König have recently compared the cluster-theoretic properties of bi-stochasticized symmetric data similarity (e. g. kernel) matrices, produced by minimizing two different forms of Bregman divergences. We extend their investigation to non-symmetric matrices, specifically studying the 1995-2000 U. S. 3, 107 × 3, 107 intercounty migration matrix. A particular bi-stochastized form of it had been obtained (arXiv:1207.0437), using the well-established Sinkhorn-Knopp (SK) (biproportional) algorithm-which minimizes the Kullback-Leibler form of the divergence. This matrix has but a single entry equal to (the maximal possible value of) 1. Highly contrastingly, the bi-stochastic matrix obtained here, implementing the Wang-Li-König-algorithm for the minimum of the alternative, squared-norm form of the divergence, has 2,707 such unit entries. The corresponding 3,107-vertex, 2,707-link directed graph has 2,352 strong components. These consist of 1,659 single/isolated counties, 654 doublets (thirty-one interstate in nature), 22 triplets (one being interstate), 13 quartets (one being interstate), three quintets and one septet. Not manifest in these graph-theoretic results, however, are the five-county states of Hawaii and Rhode Island and the eight-county state of Connecticut. These-among other regional configurations-appealingly emerged as well-defined entities in the SK-based strong-component hierarchical clustering.
I. INTRODUCTION
We have widely applied a certain two-stage (double-standardization [1] , followed by strong-component hierarchical clustering [2] ) algorithm to (in general, non-symmetric) matrices/networks of interareal migration flows for numerous nations-as well as other forms of "transaction flows", of frequent occurrence in the social sciences [3] [4] [5] . The first stageintended to control for multiscale effects [1, 6, 7] -involves transforming the n × n matrix of flows to bi-stochastic form (that is, constraining all row and column sums to equal 1).
To accomplish this, we have utilized the well-known ("Sinkhorn-Knopp" [SK] , as well as many other designated-names) "biproportional scaling" method [8] , applied in diverse areas of application. Rows and columns of the input/raw matrix are alternately scaled to sum to 1, until convergence-under broad conditions [8, 9] -is obtained. This "iterative proportional fitting procedure" has a maximum-entropy-related (Bregman-divergence [Kullback-Leibler] minimization) interpretation [10] .
Recently, Wang, Li and König [11] (also [12] , with Wan as additional co-author) have studied the use of an alternative (Euclidean-distance-based/squared-norm Bregman divergence [13] ) procedure for bi-stochastization. (An optimization problem using the strictly convex function φ(x) = x 2 2 is solved, while the SK-procedure is based upon the strictly convex function φ(x) = x log x−x.) They found it generally superior in terms of cluster-analytic properties to the more standard SK-based methodology (as well as to the Normalized Cut
[Ncut] algorithm [14] ).
Here, we apply this recently-developed, alternative divergence-minimization bistochastization procedure to the (non-symmetric) 3, 107 × 3, 107 matrix of 1995-2000 U.
S. intercounty migration (Fig. 1) . Then, we compare the concomitant cluster-analytic results obtained to those-based on the SK method-previously obtained, extensively reported in [15] and papers cited there. Very striking differences, indeed, emerge in the two sets of results generated. In none of the clusterings discussed are contiguity constraints a priori imposed. Nevertheless, the results, to a very large extent, manifest contiguous effects. [26] Michael Trott of Wolfram Research provided us with advanced Mathematica code Supplemental Material sec. A for the squared-norm-bi-stochastization algorithm [11, p. 553] .
175,000 iterations of the algorithm were run to produce the squared-norm-bi-stochastic matrix analyzed (Fig. 2) . The sum-of-squares difference between the (3, 107) 2 entries at the 2 −36 , indicative of strong convergence. To derive the SK-based bi-stochastic matrix (Fig. 3 , [16, Fig. 6] ), the particularly simple procedure presented by Knight [8, p. 262 ] was iterated 115,500 times. No row or column sum of the resultant matrix differed from 1 by more than 2.94209 × 10 −13 .
Bi-stochastic-or, perhaps more commonly, doubly-stochastic-matrices are themselves, in general, a subject of major interest in both physical [17, 18] and mathematical [8, 9, 19] contexts.
II. COMPARATIVE ANALYSES
The correlation coefficient between the two bi-stochastic matrices generated (Figs. 
0.831908, 0.822294, 0.818395 ± 0.00243169i}, while for the squared-norm-bi-stochastic matrix, these are
(The eigenvalues of any bi-stochastic matrix can not exceed 1 in absolute value.)
The input (intercounty [destination-origin] migration) matrix-as reported by the U. S.
Census Bureau-is "hollow" (zero-diagonal) [13] , so the SK-bi-stochastic matrix must necessarily be also. [27] The squared-norm-bi-stochastic matrix, on the other hand, does have a relatively small number (30) of non-zero (which we take to be those larger than than 10 −10 ) diagonal entries. The greatest is 0.18361 (Canadian County, Oklahoma), while the second largest is 0.0850351 (Dorchester County, South Carolina) and third largest, 0.0360413 (Onslow County, North Carolina). [28] The sum of the 3,107 diagonal entries in this bistochastized Employing the SK-bi-stochastic matrix (Fig. 3 ) as input, we had been able to obtain an interesting associated (strong-component hierarchical clustering-based [2] ) dendrogram [15] in line with the extensively-applied two-stage algorithm [3, 4] . However, with the squarednorm-bi-stochastic matrix (Fig. 2) , such an approach does not appear to be a particularly promising/insightful one-due, it seems, to the extreme skewness of the entries and the fact that the corresponding (0,1) adjacency matrix, based on all 57,153 strictly non-zero entries, is not strongly-connected (having some 694 strong components the digraph under analysis were symmetric, these two numbers would be equal.)
In one early application of the two-stage algorithm [3, 4] to French interregional migration [20] , the Paris region entered the dendrogram at the far weakest level. Such behavior was deemed in the numerous other national cases subsequently studied to characterize "cosmopolitan" areas (cf. [21] ), those for which the entries in the corresponding SK-based bi-stochastic table were relatively uniformly distributed over the associated row and column. In the U. S. intercounty analysis, the most cosmopolitan/hub-like counties were the Sun-Belt ones of Brevard, FL, Mohave, AZ and Clark, NV (Las Vegas) (Fig. 12 ).
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Brockmann and Theis [22] have studied a 3, 109 × 3, 109 U. S. intercounty flow matrix of one-dollar bills. They employed hierarchical clustering when the network was aggregated to the state level. (No normalization/adjustment of the raw flows was performed.)
They observed that "travel clusters also correspond to geographical clusters" and "geospatial coherence and neighborhood relationships are essentially encoded in the network flow's topology". They interpreted the clusters as "historically grown natural communities because they essentially consist of the west, the northeast, the center, and central east" [22, p. 33 ].
Further, it has recently been emphasized that administrative units-such as the U. S. counties employed above-having developed historically for a diversity of reasons-may not best reflect a natural/functional contemporary partitioning of a nation into relevant subunits [23, 24] .
The squared-norm-bi-stochastization problem is in the nature of a quadratic programming problem [11, sec. II]. Dorigo and Tobler showed that a certain "push-pull" model of migration, incorporating many of Ravenstein's famous "Laws of Migration", was equivalent to a 5 quadratic transportation problem [25] . However, interareal distances is an explicit variable in the Dorigo-Tobler treatment, but plays no direct role in the migration-related analyses conducted here (cf. [23] ).
Powers of bi-stochastic matrices are also bi-stochastic (smoother in nature)-and, thus, perhaps worthy of further cluster-analytic study (cf. [16, Fig. 12] ).
The two forms of Bregman divergence employed above-in our extension of the investigation of Wang, Li and König [11] to non-symmetric matrices-are the first two listed in 
